Abstract. We propose a simple neural network model which can learn relation between sentences by passing their representations obtained from Long Short Term Memory(LSTM) through a Relation Network. The Relation Network module tries to extract similarity between multiple contextual representations obtained from LSTM. Our model is simple to implement, light in terms of parameters and works across multiple supervised sentence comparison tasks. We show good results for the model on two sentence comparison datasets.
Introduction
Sentence Comparison is a common NLP task which comes up in multiple domains. Sentence comparison measure might be needed to check redundant data [1] or check sentences for being paraphrases [2] . We propose a new method to compare sentences for both these tasks, which uses Relation Networks(RN) module [3] in combination with a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [4] . To compare two sentences, all possible pairs of dense vectors, one from each sentence in a pair, are passed through a Relation Network module to decipher relationship information between sentences. To make sure the dense vectors passed to Relation Network have contextual information, sentences are individually passed through a LSTM and the hidden units obtained for each sentence are used as dense vectors. The combination of both models was done following the intuition of supervised Earth Mover's Distance [5] where LSTM aims to model word importance and relation networks help optimize the minimum flow, hence the name Supervised Mover's Distance.
Previous Work
In our experiments, we focus on two sentence comparison tasks: 1. Duplication detection between questions [1] and 2. Paraphrase detection [2] . Duplication detection task aims to check whether two questions intend to ask about the same topic. Paraphrase Detection task aims to classify sentences according to whether they have a paraphrase/semantic equivalence relationship. Deep Neural Networks networks have shown state of the art performance in sentence comparison tasks. Most top methods for paraphrase detection are based on Deep Neural Networks [6, 7] . BiMPM model [8] combines a custom matching layer with LSTMs [4] for question duplication detection.
Relation Networks(RN) [3] was introduced as a simple module for relational reasoning. The module has been used for spatial relational reasoning in images earlier, but we try to use it for deciphering relationships in text by combining it with an LSTM. RNs operate on a set of objects without regard to the objects' order, so we use LSTMs to extract out temporal information containing word importances and use RNs on top for reasoning. RN module has a g-layer which models relation between all possible pairs of objects and a f-layer which models the final output looking at the relation between objects.
Another set of models which use pairwise relationships to model document similarity are Word Mover's Distance (WMD) [9] and its supervised variant (SWMD) [10] . They both are methods to calculate Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) [5] between documents for document calculation. Both these methods calculate flows (weightages) to be given distances between each possible pair of words to calculate document distance. WMD is an unsupervised distance measure between documents. The SWMD architecture works on longer documents(with more than 40 words) and uses a complex optimization procedure to optimize EMD. SWMD uses a cascaded loss where the inner loss optimizes word importance and outer loss optimizes EMD flow. The intuition for our model was that sentence similarity being a simpler task, the combination of a LSTM and RN can be used to approximate the supervised EMD, where LSTM models word importance and RN optimizes EMD.
Method
As Supervised Mover's Distance, we propose a baseline that generalizes well across different tasks. Our network combines LSTM layers [4] with a RN module modeling semantic relationship between the sentences. The neural network architecture we propose is trained on pair of sentences to predict one of various classes the pair might fall into. For redundancy detection and paraphrase detection the labels are positive or negative, but might be different for any other tasks. The architecture has two basic parts: 1. LSTM layers and 2. RN layer. The LSTM layers can have depth of one or higher which take both sentences as input individually and produce hidden layers as output for each of the words in the sentences. This would yield two series of output hidden states, one hidden state for each time step of each sentence. To clarify again, there is one common LSTM which runs on both sentences separately to produce respective hidden states. In the RN, all possible pairs of hidden states across both sentences are taken as concatenated vectors and passed through a fully connected (or Dense) layer. Aforementioned fully connected layer is the g-layer of the RN. This yields an embedding for each possible pair of hidden state outputs from the LSTM. These embeddings are averaged and passed through another fully connected layer to predict the output. This fully connected layer is the f-layer of the RN. By taking all pairs of hidden states and using them to model sentence comparison task, we hypothesize that the RN is able to model flow optimization of EMD between the sentences, while LSTM models the word importance before they are fed into the flow optimization task.
We illustrate the architecture in 1. Our model is light in terms of parameters as it has only a LSTM layer and two dense (fully connected) layers in RN. A limiting case of the architecture can be when the number of LSTM layers is zero, and word embeddings are passed as inputs directly to RN.
The network is trained with common hyperparameters for both the tasks. Pretrained word embeddings are used to initialize the word embedding layer which are finetuned by backpropogation. We use the publicly available 6 Billion token 100 dimensional version of GloVe embeddings [11] . The hidden state output from the LSTM is 100 dimensions and the size of embedding generated in the relational layers is 100 dimensions too. The network is trained with simple Stochastic Gradient Descent with momentum (common values for training across both datasets, learning rate = 0.001, momentum=0.9).
Results
As stated we test our model on two datasets. Model is compared to state of the art methods and baselines for each dataset in this section.
Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus Microsoft paraphrase corpus [2] is a corpus of sentence pairs classified as paraphrases or non-paraphrases. The dataset has 4076 sentences in training set and 1725 sentences in test set. Our model was trained on the training set with the standard set of hyper parameters mentioned above and evaluated on the test set. The accuracy numbers of different models were taken from this url 1 . Our model gets an accuracy of 80.2% on the dataset as compared to state of the art accuracy of 80.4% [12] .
Quora Questions' Pair Dataset Quora Questions' Pair Dataset contains question pairs from the Q&A website 2 tagged as similar or not. A random 90%-10% train-test split is performed as is customary for other methods and the model is trained on the train set and evaluated on the test set. As in case of other datasets, the hyperparameters are fixed as the standard values specified earlier while training. Our model gets an accuracy of 81.2% on the dataset. List of state of the art models on the dataset is available on this url 3 . The best accuracy a model gets on the dataset is 88% [8] . Although our model doesn't get results as good as the state of the art, it is competitive to baselines like siamese Convolutional Neural Networks (79.6%) and siamese LSTMs(82.58%).
It should be noted that in both models, dataset specific hyperparameter tuning was not performed.
Discussion
We propose a new method which uses a new and simple neural network model to compare sentences. The model tries to approximate supervised Earth Movers' Distance(EMD) between sentences by splitting the task of calculating word importance calculation and flow optimization between a LSTM and a RN module. Models performance is calculated on two sentence comparison datasets.
